of Urabe [4] , Gragg and Stetter [5] and Gear [6] .
Although the standard treatments of convergence theory can be simply modified to include these new methods, there is some advantage in having a theory which includes them in a completely natural way. It is hoped also that some previously untried but useful methods may be suggested by the formalism of this paper.
The initial value problem we suppose can be written in the form 
Another type of mapping that will arise is that given by V -> W, where
and f is the function occurring in the statement of the initial value problem (1). We shall write
to denote this mapping and we see that F satisfies a Lipschitz condition with the same constant L as for f.
We are now in a position to formulate the general method with which the rest of this paper is concerned. It consists of the performance of a sequence of steps numbered 1, 2, 3, ■ • • such that at the start of step n, N points in Am are given. We denote these by y,0-", y^,
• • • , y,"-1' and write Y'""1' = y^"1' © y,'""1' © • • ■ © yjr<""1). At the end of the step YM = yxM © y2(n) © ■ • • © jKw is given by ( 10) y¡(n) = t ««y/""1' + a ¿ |M(7/W ) + M(y/B_1) )}, 3-1 3=1 which can be written as
where the matrices A, B, C with elements at¡, 6,y, cy (i,j = 1, 2, ■ ■ -, N) characterize the method. We interpret yi1"-", y2<"~1), • • • , yv("-1) as approximations to y(x) for a set of N values of x and yi<n), y2("', ■ • • , y# ", as approximations when the values of x are each increased by h (the step size). For simplicity with no loss of generality we shall assume h > 0 and that the method is used to find y(x) only when x > xo.
The method defined by A, B, C will be denoted by ( A, B, C) and in the particular where As it happens, this method yields values of y6<B> which differ from y(xa + nh) by about the same amount as for the classical Runge-Kutta method if it is started by the formulae y6(0) = n, y3(0> = n -|Af(n). It has the advantage over 4th order Runge-Kutta methods in that it requires only three derivative calculations per step.
We shall not be concerned in this paper with methods of obtaining the starting vector Y(0) but we shall suppose this is done in such a way that in the limits as Just as for linear multi-step processes it is convenient to introduce concepts of consistency and stability for (A, B). However, it is convenient first of all to consider A bv itself.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use From the relationship between the Jordan canonical form and the minimal equation we see that 6 asserts the equivalence of Si and *S3. Also 7 asserts the equivalence of S2 and S-¿ . We will thus have proved 6 and 7 when we have shown that Si => S2, S2 => S3, and S3 => Si. To deduce S2 from Si we choose T so that T~ AT is the Jordan canonical form with 5¿ = 1 -| X, ¡ for every i for which r, > 1. S» follows from S2 since | A" | = | T(T~1AT)nT~l \ ^ \T\-\ T~l |. Finally we deduce Si from S3 by noting that | (X¿/< -f 5¿J,)" | S; | X,-|" for all i and that | (\Ji 4-0iJi)n | 3: n\ X¿ |"~ | á, | whenever rt > 1:
(Definition
We now state two necessary conditions for convergence.
15. If (A, B) is convergent, A is stable. We write for 1 for the vector in RN whose typical component is U .
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For the accumulated error we use the symbol Z(n) = Zi<n) © z2(n) © • -• © z"in) and define this quantity by Z(n) = Hw -Y(B>. We also write F(HU)) - 
